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PREFACE 
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1 Introduction 

In the early day’s computers were bought for one purpose or one application only and 

the utilization of the computer resources wasn’t fully used. As time passed on and IT-

technology evolved the utilization of computing resources improved. Today we can utilize 

the computer’s resources to the maximum with the help of virtualization technology. In-

stead of buying one server for one application as was done before we can have one 

server to run multiple virtualized servers and therefore utilize the server’s resources to 

the maximum. This also reduces Capital expenditures (Capex) and Operational ex-

penses (Opex) costs and drives the computing environment toward todays green IT 

trend. Today’s IT megatrends such as datacenters and cloud computing relay and are 

based on virtualization technologies. 

 

This thesis was done for a Finnish Internet Service Provider (ISP) company and also for 

one of its clients. Due to data security and NDA reasons no more information will be 

given about the ISP or the client.  

It explains the basics of virtualization and how servers are virtualized using VMware’s 

products.  

 

This thesis was done to help both the client and the ISP company. It was beneficial for 

the client to do this thesis because they got more powerful and newer ending hardware 

for their virtual servers. This also reduced the clients Opex costs by not having to pay for 

a dedicated server hardware to run their dedicated environment. The ISP benefited from 

this thesis by decreasing the amount of dedicated virtual environments that they have to 

maintain and also by decreasing the number of servers to maintain. So, it was a win-win 

situation for both of them. Due to data security reasons all of the screenshots in the 

practical side of this thesis are taken from lab environment. 

 

In the practical side this thesis goes through the phases of migrating virtual servers from 

one virtualization platform to another. These phases include migration planning, migra-

tion process of the VMs and and cleanup process. In migration planning phase the re-

quired capacity of the VMs and some ESXi host configuration is done. In the migration 

process the VMs are of course migrated to the new platform and the migration process 

is explained. In the last phase the old platform and it’s servers are removed and wiped 

for data security reasons. 
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The thesis has been divided into four sections. The first section introduces the problem.  

The second section introduces virtualization technology and the history of it briefly. Also, 

different types of virtualization technologies are explained. The third section goes 

through the history of VMware Inc. and different VMWare virtualization technologies and 

products which were used in this thesis are thoroughly explained. 

 

The last section, chapters 4-7, of this thesis goes through the practical side of this thesis. 

Section 4 begins by going through the client’s environment and planning the migration 

steps of the VMs and the ESXi host servers. After which the migration process is ex-

plained and executed. In the last chapter the results of this thesis are explained and 

whether the objective of this thesis was successful or not.  
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2 Virtualization 

 

This section explains what is virtualization and briefly explains how virtualization tech-

nology was invented. Different virtualization technologies are also explained related to 

this thesis and also the pros and cons of virtualization.  

 

2.1 Virtualization 

The word virtualization means changing something that exists in a real form into a virtual 

version. In the IT field virtualization is a process of running a virtual instance of a com-

puter system in a layer separated from the actual hardware as seen in Figure 1. 

[1.] 

 

 

Figure 1. Traditional architecture vs. virtualization architecture [1] 

History of virtualization 

Virtualization concept was invented in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s by IBM. IBM be-

gan using virtualized memory for first time in the late 1960’s. The first fully virtualized 

computer saw the light of day in 1972 when IBM released its virtualization OS VM/370. 

[2.] 

 

During the 1980’s and 1990’s there was no need for virtualization because the prices of 

computers came down to consumer level and the number of computers and servers be-

gan to rise. This also made big single mainframes obsolete.  

[2.] 
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In the late 1990’s virtualization technology started to raise its head again when VMware 

released its first product VMware Workstation. VMware Workstation was a type-2 hyper-

visor that ran x86 versions of Windows and Linux operating systems. In the early 2000s 

VMware released its x86 server virtualization product ESX Server which was a type 1 

hypervisor (see section 2.2). Technology kept evolving as years passed and new solu-

tions emerged such as Xen server and Hyper-V.  

 

Nowadays in the 2021 virtualization is the foundation of the cloud driven IT world such 

as Azure, AWS and Google. 

 

Pros and cons of virtualization 

There are many benefits in virtualization and it can improve companies’ IT infrastructure 

compared to the traditional physical IT infrastructure. With virtualization companies can 

transform their IT infrastructure into modern efficient, agile, scalable and fault tolerant 

environment and at the same time reduce Capex and Opex costs. 

  

The down side of virtualization is that it is quite expensive at first due to expensive hard-

ware (physical host serves) and licensing investments to make the virtualization even 

possible.  

In some cases, it is also possible that not all hardware or software can be virtualized nor 

should they. For example, virtualizing Oracle database servers can be very expensive 

due to the Oracle’s licensing costs which are based on server’s core account.  
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2.2 Hypervisor 

To be able to run a virtual machine a virtualization software is needed. Virtualization 

software is also known as a hypervisor. A hypervisor is a software in the virtualization 

layer that gives virtual machines their computing resources (cpu, memory and storage) 

from the host server. 

 

There are two types of hypervisors, type 1 native which is also known as bare metal and 

type 2 hosted hypervisor as descripted in Figure 2. 

[3.] 

 

Figure 2. Dif ferent hypervisors and their architectures [3] 

Type 1 hypervisors are VMware vSphere with ESX/ESXi, Microsoft Hyper-V, Citrix Hy-

pervisor (Xen Server).  

 

Type 2 hypervisors are for example VMware Workstation Pro/VMware Fusion, Oracle 

VirtualBox. 

 
The differences between bare-metal and hosted virtualization are that in bare metal there 

is no software or any operating system between the hardware and the hypervisor. 

Where as in hosted there is a software layer, operating system, running between the 

hardware and the hypervisor layer.  
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These different types of hypervisors exist for different use cases. For personal and small 

development or testing purposes type2 hypervisor is the way to go. Developers can eas-

ily set up a development VMs with the help of Oracle’s VirtualBox or with VMware’s 

Workstation on their own laptop. 

 

For the enterprise or datacentre use case type 1 is the best choice. Although it comes 

with licensing costs which need to be taken into account when choosing the hypervisor.  

2.3 Different types of virtualizations 

This section describes the main types of virtualizations and their use cases. 

 

Desktop virtualization 

The two mostly used desktop virtualization types are local desktop virtualization and re-

mote desktop virtualization. 

 

In local desktop virtualization the guest operating system runs on a client device using 

hardware virtualization. All of the processing and workloads use the client devices re-

sources, such as cpu, ram, storage and connectivity as is described in Figure 3. Local 

desktop virtualization can be done for example using Oracle’s VM VirtualBox, VMware’s 

Workstation, Microsoft’s Hyper-V. [4.] 

 

Figure 3. Local desktop virtualization architecture  
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In remote desktop virtualization the operating systems and applications are running in a 

server environment while all of the user’s interactions with the OS and the applications 

are coming from the client device.  The client device can be a laptop, thin client device 

or a tablet/smartphone. One popular type of remote desktop virtualization is virtual desk-

top infrastructure also known as Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI). VDIs consist of 

client-server environments which use host-based VMs to deliver virtual desktops to the 

end user as described in Figure 4. Popular VDI solutions are for example Citrix VDI and 

Azure VDI.  

[4.] 

 

 

Figure 4. Citrix VDI architecture [5] 
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Server virtualization 

There are three different types of server virtualization technologies available. The differ-

ences between these virtualization types are mainly based on the level of isolation they 

provide which also relates to how much hardware resources these types emulate. The 

types are  

 

• Full virtualization or virtual machine model 

• Paravirtual machine model 

• Virtualization at the OS level. 

 

In the full virtualization model, the virtual machine is complete isolated from the host 

server’s hardware by the virtualization layer/software called hypervisor. The virtual ma-

chine’s guest OS isn’t aware that is being virtualized and therefore requires no modifica-

tion in order to be run.  

 

Hypervisor communicates with the physical server’s resources and relays resources 

from the physical server to the virtual server. Hypervisor also monitors the host servers 

resource utilization and keeps each virtual machine independent and unaware of other 

virtual machines.  

 

The down side of the full virtualization is that the hypervisor also requires some resources 

from the host server for processing. This can impact to the performance of the VMs and 

their applications. 

 

Paravirtual 

Vmware has been using paravirtualization in its products for example vSphere for years. 

VMware has developed VMware tools and optimized virtual device drivers which allow 

the VM’s guest OS to be able to communicate with the hyperv isor. In other words, one 

could install and run a virtual machine without VMware tools but the VM wouldn’t be able 

to communicate with the hypervisor or the rest of the physical network. These device 

drivers are for example network interface drivers which allow VM to be able to communi-

cate with the physical network outside of the virtualization layer. 

[6.]    
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Operating system virtualization 

Operating system virtualization also known as container technology is a technology  

where the kernel of an operating system allows multiple isolated user-space instances. 

These isolated user-spaces are called containers. These containers allow one to pack-

age application together with libraries and other dependencies, providing isolated envi-

ronments for running software services 

 

One popular container format is Docker. Docker is a containerization platform that pack-

ages the application and its dependencies together inside a container so that the appli-

cation works seamlessly in any environment. Containers are excellent in DevOps. model 

of software development where developers can develop software regardless the envi-

ronment.  

 

Containers are run on top of the OS kernel directly instead of virtualizing the hardware 

stack as it is done with the virtual machine approach in type 2 hosted hypervisor model. 

Due to this the containers are swift and light weighted compared to VMs. 

[7,8.] 

 

Network functions virtualization (NFV) 

NFV is an architectural frame work developed by ETSI NFV Industry Specification Group. 

The aim of this frame work is to virtualize networking functions. NFV is a technology 

where the traditional single service proprietary and purpose-built networking hardware 

such as routers, firewalls and load balancer are replaced with virtualized VMs / virtualized 

appliances to do the same task. The purpose of NFV is to move away from the single 

purpose hardware into a virtualized network functions that are delivered through software 

virtualization as virtual network functions (VNFs) with commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) 

hardware such as HPE ProLiant or Dell’s PowerEdge servers. The aim is to make the 

network more scalable, cost efficient and agile.  

[9,10.] 
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3 VMware 

The virtualization platforms used in this thesis were running with VMware’s virtualization 

products so this chapter focuses on VMware and its virtualization products such as 

vSphere / ESXi. 

 

3.1 VMware Inc. 

VMware Inc. is a virtualization technology-based IT-company founded in 1998 in Califor-

nia. VMware’s first product Workstation 1.0 brought freedom to IT-professionals by al-

lowing them to run multiple operating systems as virtual machines on a single PC. In 

2002 VMware changed the virtualization technology by releasing ESX server hypervisor. 

ESX server made possible to consolidate many physical servers into virtual servers and 

thus lowering the number of physical servers in companies.  

 

In 2009 VMware released VMware vSphere virtualization platform which become one of 

the mostly used virtualization platforms today. Many technology advances, product de-

velopments and patents later VMware has become the market leader in virtualization 

technology today. 

[11.] 

3.2 VMware’s server virtualization products 

ESXi is a virtualization hypervisor developed by VMware. ESXi is a type-1 hypervisor 

also known as a bare-metal hypervisor.  

VMware vCenter 

Central management for the virtualization environment.  

VCenter provides the following management functions: 

• Resource management for ESXi hosts and VMs 

• Template management 

• VM deployment 

• VM management 

• Scheduled tasks 

• Statistics and logging 

• Alarms and event management 

• ESXi host management 
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DRS 

Distributed resource scheduler is a VMware proprietary algorithm that balances the us-

age of ESXi hosts’ resources by automatically migrating virtual machines between ESXi 

hosts. 

 

vMotion 

vMotion also known as live migration, is used to manually or automatically balance ESXi 

hosts computing resource utilization between different hosts and clusters. In vMotion 

virtual servers are migrated from one ESXi host to another without any down time. This 

means that during migration VMs network connections are not dropped and the applica-

tions running inside the virtual machine continues to run without any interruptions as is 

shown in Figure 5.  

[3.] [12.] 

 

 

 

Figure 5. vMotion [3,12] 
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Storage vMotion 

Storage vMotion is used to manually or automatically balance datastore utilization in a 

vCenter cluster or in ESXi hosts. During the storage vMotion virtual machine’s vmdk files 

are moved from one datastore to another as show in Figure 6. 

 

 

Figure 6. Storage vMotion [3] 
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HA, high availability 

VMware technology that provides high availability at the virtualization layer. It protects 

against the following failures: 

• ESXi host failure – If the host server crashes virtual machines that were running 

on it will be restarted on other hosts automatically as is shown in Figure 7. 

 

 

Figure 7. HA ESXi host failure [3] 

• Guest OS failure – if the VM’s guest OS crashes and the VM stops sending heart-

beats then the guest OS is reset 

 

• Application failure – ESXi host server can monitor applications running inside of 

a VM. If the application fails the VM is restarted.  
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Virtualized Networking 

Networking in the virtualization layer differs quite a bit from the physical networking alt-

hough there are still some similarities between the virtual and physical networking. Both 

networking architectures need physical cabling in order to be able to communicate be-

tween virtual and physical servers. The architecture of virtualized networking in VMware 

vSphere is explained in Figure 8. 

 

 

Figure 8. ESXi networking architecture [13.] 

• Port groups 

A grouping of ports in a vswitch 

 

• VMkernel,  

VMkernel port is a networking interface used by the ESXi host to provide layer 2 

or layer 3 connectivity to the host 

 

• Uplinks,  

are the physical network adapters of the ESXi host. 
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• vSwitch 

Virtual switch works the same way as a real switch does by forwarding frames to 

other switches ports at layer 2. vSwitch is connected to ESXi hosts physical nics 

as uplinks to be able to communicate with the rest of the network. 

 

3.3 VMware platforms 

 

Clients current VMware platform consists of 3 ESXi host servers, a virtual vCenter server, 

a storage array, networking (SAN, switches, routers, firewalls, etc…) and virtual servers. 

 

The new VMware platform to which the client’s VMs will be migrated consists of 15 ESXi 

host servers, a virtual vCenter server, a storage array and networking (SAN, switches, 

routers, firewalls, etc…) 
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4 Migration planning 

This section describes virtual server capacity calculations and ip address planning for 

the case company. The ISP is providing hosting services for the client so all of the hard-

ware and networks are owned by the ISP.   

 

4.1 Capacity calculations 

A proper migration plan was needed to make sure that maintenance break in operational 

services would be as short as possible during the migration of the VMs. Planning began 

by going through both virtualization environments and their configurations and settings.  

The capacity (vCPUs, RAM, storage) required to run the VMs was calculated and com-

pared against the free capacity in the new environment to see if the new platform would 

be able to run the VMs. The VMs would need xxx vCPUs, xxx Gb of RAM and xxx Tb of 

storage. After calculations and comparisons, it was concluded that the new platform 

could host the VMs. 

4.2 New IP addresses  

In order to be able to move the current ESXi hosts to the new platform new management 

and vMotion vmkernel ip addresses were needed. New IP addresses were reserved from 

the same subnets that were used in the new platform for ESXi management and vMotion. 

4.3 Removing current host servers  

Before ESXi hosts can be moved to the new vCenter they have to be removed from the 

old vCenter. Before disconnecting the hosts Integrated Lights Out (iLO) connections 

were opened on all hosts. This was required to be able to change the management IP 

address of the host on later. 

 

After the iLO connections were opened the removal of ESXi hosts from vCenter was 

done by disconnecting the hosts from the vCenter and finally removing them from the 

vCenter’s database. 
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4.4 Adding current ESXi hosts and creating new cluster 

The management IPs of the ESXi hosts were changed in the management interface of 

the host. IP address, subnet mask, gateway and DNS servers were inserted into the 

management interface as shown in Figure 9. 

 

 

Figure 9. Changing the management IP address of  the ESXi host 
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After the IP change a new temporary cluster was created into the new vCenter which 

would “house” the current hosts. Hosts were added to the new vCenter and to the new 

cluster. After this the cluster was configured and the DRS and HA were turned on so that 

the cluster would be fault tolerant in case a host or a vm crashed. As can be seen in 

Figures 10 and 11. 

 

 

Figure 10. Creating new cluster for the current ESXi hosts with DRS and HA settings. 

 

 

Figure 11. Adding current ESXi hosts into the temporary cluster 
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4.5 Adding client’s production networks  

Client’s production networks’ and their corresponding VLAN-IDs were distributed to the 

new platform’s switches and blade chassis’ uplink ports through virtual connect. In order 

to get the client’s networks to the virtualization layer new port groups had to be created 

into the new hosts. The creation of a new port group is shown in Figure 12. Port groups 

were named identical as in the old platform so that the migration would go smoothly 

without any errors from different network names. VLAN-IDs were also added to the port 

groups so that the networks would be separated from other networks. 

 

 

Figure 12. Creating client’s networks into the new ESXi hosts  
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4.6 Creating migration datastore and adding it to both platforms host servers 

A temporary migration volume was created into the storage array and it was “presented” 

through Storage Area Network (SAN) to both virtualization platforms. A new datastore 

was then added to the vmware. In order for the ESXi hosts to see the new datastore 

hosts’ HBAs had to be rescanned as can be seen in Figure 13. 

 

 

Figure 13. Scanning the ESXi’s HBAs 

After the HBAs were scanned the migration volume was visible to the hosts and the new 

vmfs datastore was created as seen in Figures 14,15,16 and 17. 

 

 

Figure 14.  Migration volume appeared into the storage devices section of  the hosts af ter the HBA 

scan 
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Figure 15. Creating a new VMFS datastore 

 

 

Figure 16. Choosing the correct datastore settings for the migration volume 
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Figure 17. Migration datastore created 
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5 Migrating virtual servers 

 

This chapter describes the virtual server migration process from one vCenter to another 

and how it was done.   

5.1 Planning maintenance breaks with customer 

After the underlaying infrastructure was configured for the migration, it was time to sched-

ule the maintenance break with the customer.  

It was agreed with the customer that the migrations would be done only on weekends 

starting on Friday evenings and ending at Sunday midnight.  

 

5.2 Migrating VMs 

The migration began by moving test server’s disks to the migration datastore with Stor-

age vMotion as described in Figures 18 and 19.  

 

 

Figure 18. VM’s storage vMotion 
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Figure 19 shows how the VMs were migrated from the old platform to the new platform 

via storage vMotion. This was possible by showing the migration datastore to both plat-

form’s ESXi hosts through the SAN network. By sharing the migration datastore the VMs 

could be migrated from the old platform into the new platform.  

 

 

Figure 19. VM storage vMotion to the shared datastore 
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After that the test VMs were switched off and the VM’s were migrated to the new ESXi 
hosts using vMotion and they were powered on as seen in Figures 20 and 21.  
 

 

Figure 20. VM vMotion 

The CPUs on the old and the new ESXi hosts were too different to be able to use en-

hanced vMotion.  After the VMs were up and running the functionality and the network 

connectivity of the VMs were tested. Once the VMs were concluded to be functional and 

connected it was time to move the VM’s disks to the new platforms datastores using 

storage vMotion, as described in Figure 21. The test servers were successfully migrated 

to the new platform.  
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Figure 21. Storage vMotion f rom migration datastore to the new platform’s datastore 
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6 Securing old host servers 

This chapter explains the cleanup tasks done after the migration.      

6.1 Removing client’s networks from old host servers 

After the VMs were moved to the new platform it was time to remove the client’s networks 

from the old host servers. Starting from networking switches and blade chassis virtual 

connect the client’s VLANs were removed from the switch’s ports and from the blade 

chassis uplink ports and also from the ESXi’s port groups. Removing of port groups in 

ESXi can be seen in Figure 22. 

 

 

Figure 22. Removing port groups in ESXi 

6.2 Deleting old datastores 

The old datastores were deleted from the VMware and from the storage array. The Zon-

ings done in the SAN network between the ESXi servers and the storage array were also 

deleted.  

6.3 Removing the old ESXi hosts from the monitoring system 

In today’s IT world with thousands and thousands of servers it is impossible to monitor 

them by hand. That’s why many corporations and ISPs use some sort of monitoring sys-

tem to monitor the usability and performance of the servers. 

Such’s is the case also in this thesis. The old host’s datastore, CPU, memory usage and 

network connectivity were monitored. All of the performance statistics of the old hosts 

were deleted and any old alarms were cleared from the monitoring system.   

6.4 Securing data on the old servers 

It was decided to reuse the old ESXi hosts in another virtualization environment because 

the hosts were still pretty usable and powerful although being HP’s generation 8 blade 

servers. Servers were planned to be used in a testing / R&D purpose.  
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Before old hosts could be reused local HDDs had to be wiped for data security purposes. 

The local HDDs were wiped with DBAN application. DBAN overwrites HDD’s data blocks 

full of zeros with different algorithms many times so that the data can’t be recovered. 

 

Erasing the server’s disks began by booting up the server from the DBAN installation 

media as shown in Figure 23. 

 

 

Figure 23. DBAN startup 
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Figure 24. Booting the server f rom DBAN media and starting up DBAN 

After DBAN was up and running overwriting algorithm was chosen to overwrite the disks 

data blocks, USA’s Department of Defence 5220.22-M algorithm was chosen to over-

write the disks for three rounds to completely erase the disk. 
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Figure 25. DBAN’s algorithms 

After the wiping settings were configured to the DBAN it was time to erase the disks. 

The wiping took about one day per server as can be seen in Figures 26 and 27. 
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Figure 26. DBAN conf igured to wipe the disk 

 

Figure 27. DBAN wiping the disk 
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7 Discussions and Conclusions 

The aim of this thesis was to explain the basics of virtualization technology and the 
functionality of VMware’s virtualization platform vSphere. These related to the practical 
side of this study where the aim was to migrate virtual servers to another platform. 
 
The study began by thoroughly explaining virtualization technology, its architecture and 
some use cases. Also, it’s history was briefly gone through. 
 
After this the study focused on VMware and its vSphere products. The core compo-
nents of vSphere, vCenter, ESXi, DRS, vMotion, Storage vMotion, HA and virtualized 
networking were explained.  
 
The study’s practical side began by going through the old and the new platforms and 
their capacities. After which began the migration planning and preparations for the mi-
gration. The preparations included some networking changes and SAN changes. After 
the changes the migrations began by doing couple of test migrations and testing was 
the migration successful or not. It was concluded that the test migrations were success-
ful and the production servers could be migrated. The migrations were done in co-oper-
ation with the client. 
 
After the migrations were done began the cleanup of the old platform. In the cleanup 
the old networks, storages, monitoring’s were deleted. 
 
This study benefited both the ISP and the client by decreasing the number of physical 
servers and environments the ISP had to maintain and also gave to the client’s servers 
new and upgraded virtualization platform. Also, the client didn’t have to pay anymore 
for the dedicated server hardware which was used to run the old platform. This lowered 
the client’s Opex costs.  
 
As a result of this study the virtual servers were successfully migrated into the new 
VMware platform without a long service break. The old host servers were successfully 
wiped of any data and were given to the R&D team. Both the ISP and the client were 
happy that the server migration was successful.  
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